1. Introduction. The first three sections of this paper are devoted to proving an analogue of N. Jacobson's Coordinatization Theorem [6] , [7] for noncommutative Jordan algebras with n ^ 3 "connected" idempotents which characterizes such algebras as commutative Jordan algebras £)CD",y) or split quasiassociative algebras £>"(;i). The proof proceeds by using certain deformations of the algebra and the base field which reduce the theorem to the special cases when the "indicator" 0 is ^ or 0, and then using the Peirce decomposition to show that in these cases the algebra is commutative or associative respectively.
Next we develop the standard structure theory, using the Coordinatization Theorem to classify the simple algebras. The usual approach of A. A. Albert [2], [3] and R. H. Oehmke [9] proceeds by constructing an admissable trace function on the algebra 31 to show that ÎI + is a simple Jordan algebra, and then characterizing the possible multiplications in 31 yielding a given such 3I+. Our approach is in some sense more intrinsic, and has the advantage of dealing simultaneously with all characteristics different from 2 ; the results for characteristic 3 seem to be new.
Another advantage of using the Coordinatization Theorem is that it furnishes a representation theory (in the sense of Eilenberg [4] ) for the class of noncommutative Jordan algebras. The usual theorems hold only for birepresentations involving algebras of degree _ 3 ; counterexamples are given to show they fail spectacularly for algebras of degree 1 or 2.
In this paper 2t will always denote a noncommutative Jordan algebra (not necessarily finite-dimensional) over a field 3> of characteristic ^ 2. Thus for each xe3t the linear transformations Lx,Rx,Lx2,Rx2 commute where Ly,Ry denote the left and right multiplications by the element y. In linearized form (1) IEX, E"] + \Ey,Fx] =0 ÍE,F = R,L) and these imply [1, pp. 573-575] (3) Lxy -LxLy = Ryx -RxRy, (4) LxLyiLx + Rx)+Ryx2 = Rx2Ry + LxyiLx + Rx).
2. Peirce decompositions. We recall here the usual facts about Peirce decompositions [1, p. 591] . If ee3I is an idempotent we have the vector-space direct sum (5) 3I = 3Io©ît1 ©3I2, % = {x|ex + xe = ix} and the associated projections P¡ on 31; ; since these are polynomials in Le + Re, and since
it follows that (6)* {Ex, Pj] = 0 if x e 3I0 + 3I2, £ = R, L.
The spaces satisfy %2cz%, %% + %,%c %, xe%=>xe = ex = \ix (¿ = 0,2)
x,ye%, =>xy 4-yxe3I0 4-3I2- We have the associated projection PtJ on 3Iy, and for distinct indices $&C 3l;i, 31^4-3^31^31,,,
*ü*j* + «y**y cz 31,.,, 31?-<= 31,, + 3Iy + 31,.,, while all other products are zero. Note that 3Í00 = 3Í¡0 = 0 if e = 1 is the identity of 31.
Lemma 1. If x, y e 3I0 and z, w e tyt, in (5) then (10) eiyz 4-zy) = zy, iyz + zy)e = yz, Proof. Replacing x by e in (3) shows LeLy = ReRy, so eiyz) = LeLyz = ReRyz = izy)e = zy -e(zj>); the second part of (10) follows by symmetry.
Next, P2{iez)w + wiezj} = P2{iez)w + wz-wize)} = P2{wz + ÍLez-Rze)w} = P2{wz + iLeLz -ReRz)w} (by (3)) = P2{zw}, and similarly for the other part of (11) .
Replacing y by e in (2) gives \Rxz+zx,Lj\ 4-[RZ,LJ = 0; allowing this to act on y, and noting Ley = 0, we obtain RzLxy = LxRzy + LeRxz+zxy. But RzLxy = ixy)z = Lxyz, LxRzy = x(yz) = LxLyz, and LeRxz+zxy = e{y(xz 4-zx)} = y{e(xz 4-zx)} (by (6)) = yizx) (by (10)) = LyRxz. This yields the first relation in (12), and the second follows by symmetry.
Lemma 2. If in (5) %l, <=■ W, is a subspace with %yi, + <Sfl,% <= %l, for i = 0,2 then % = P^ll, + %1l,} is an ideal in %. Proof. If y e 3I¡ then by (6) Ly and Rj, commute with Le, hence with Le -XI, so they leave ker(Le -A7) invariant; by (7) they leave 311 invariant, so they leave invariant % nker(Le -XI) = 3Ï?1.
can be thought of as the "eigenspace" of Le and Re corresponding to the "eigenvalue" <p. In (8) we set <%f= <&lt\ed <^&i\ej)-Then we shall say e¡ and e¡ are connected if there is a </>e<D and u e ©//■'which is regular [6, p. 1156], [11, p. 19] in the subalgebra 3t;; 4-Sly 4-SI,-,-; (¡) will be called an indicator of Sly. In this case there is a v with uv = vu = e¡ + e,, and v = (u2)" lu e (Sl;i 4-Sl,-,)®[/]c (£f/] by (7) and Lemma 3. 7n this section we assume 1 = £e¡ is the sum of n _ 3 connected orthogonal idempotents. Proof. Given i,j (not necessarily distinct) we can find k # i,j by the assumption that n = 3 ; take e = ek, 9lx = &,ik\ek) in Lemma 2 where <pik is an indicator of 3I;t. Then there are u,i;6(£;/"t]c3l1
with e¡ = P0íe¡ + ek) = P0iuv)eyi0, so by Lemma 2 Sly = e;3Iy + SI;/; C 3i03I0 + SI09Î0 <= 5Ro, StyCzPy{5R0} . P^», + 91,31,}. and similarly (14)* follows from (14) and (15), while (15)* follows from (14) and (16).
The <p e <E>, which is uniquely determined by the algebra 31, will be called the indicator of 31. Lemma 5 . If the indicator is <p = \ then 31 is commutative.
Proof. Let 33 = {x | Lx = Rx} ; if x, y e 33 then by (3) Lxy -Rxy = Lxy -Ryx = LxLy -RxRy = LxLy -LxLy = 0, and xy e33. Thus 33 is a subalgebra of SI. We must show 23 = SI. Now XÍÍ-X) = i implies X = 1 -X = \, so by (13)* Lek = Rek = ¿ 7 on St^e*),
and by (7) this shows Lek = Rek, and efce33. Hence P;¡{23}<=23 since Pu is a polynomial in Le. = Re.. Since 3IK = P;;{31;2} by (15) it will be enough to prove %k c 23 for i =£ k.
lïye%iek) (¿ = 0,l,2)thenfrom(3) with x = efcweget (LCk -\ U)iLy -Ry) = 0, so ÍLy -Ry)% c 31;. Thus if ye%, then >>2e3I04-3I2 implies ÍLy2 -Ry2)% <=3I04-SI2; but from (3) with x = y we get ÍLy2 -R^jSI = ÍLy2 -Ry2 )31 = ÍLy -Ry) ÍLy + Ry)% cz ÍLy -Ry)% cz Sii, so (L,2 -R^ = 0, Ly2 = Ry2, and y2e23.
Given i^k there is j ^ i,k by the assumption n _ 3. Let xeSIy, ye 31,*; then x.yeSIjie,) so xy4->'xe23 by the above. From (10) we see xy = e¡(xy + j>x)e23, and then from (14) we get %k c 23 as desired. We must show \LX, Rj] = 0 for all x e Sty, y e SIH ; since n = 3 we see by (8) that we can always find e = e," such that x e 3l0, y e 3l¡ (i = 0,1,2). If l^i then A has an inverse /i in O, so we can recover 31 from 3lw: 21 = SI«1) = H»-") = {3lw}("). However, if X = i we cannot recover 31 because all mutations have the same Sl+: 3l(1/2)0l)= 3l(")(I/2)= 3í(,l'1/2)= Sl(1/2). Thus we cannot so easily recover an associative algebra 31 from the special Jordan algebra 31+.
Note that an ideal in 31 remains an ideal in 3l(A), so if X ^ \ ideals in 31 and 3tw coincide. Since L(XX) = XLX + (1 -X)RX, R<A) -AR» + (1 -X)LX it is clear that a mutation of a noncommutative Jordan algebra is again a noncommutative Jordan algebra. associative. By (17) we obtain 31 = {St00}™ = 3la) = 3^A).
5. Structure theory. Throughout this section we will be concerned with finitedimensional algebras. A finite-dimensional noncommutative Jordan algebra is simple it it has no proper ideals and is not a nil algebra, and is semisimple if it is nonzero and has no nonzero nil ideals; the radical is the maximal nil ideal.
Theorem 2. If 31 is a finite-dimensional
noncommutative Jordan algebra, 91 its radical, then SI/9Î is zero or is semisimple. Any semisimple algebra has an identity and is a direct sum of simple ideals.
Proof. Clearly 3I/9Î has no nonzero nil ideals, so is zero or semisimple. We now suppose 31 is semisimple.
Let e # 0 be a principal idempotent for a minimal ideal 3 cz 31 (such exist by finite-dimensionality and the fact that 3 is not nil By (11) these span £"{ §*>), so Pu{%} çz §u. Then e; = P,,(e) e P;i{23} czP;;{9t2} = Pufâî} c P¡¡{23;o} cz 3;,. (since 3tx = f&, = S23l0) which is a contradiction.
From 23 = 0 we conclude 31 j =0, St = 3t0©Sl2; thus Sl0,Sl2 are ideals, and by minimality Sl2 = eSl2 cz 3 implies 3 = Sl2 has an identity e. Ideals in 3 = Sl2 and R = 3t0 are ideals in 31, so 3 is simple and St is semisimple. Repeating the procedure with 5\ we finally get St = ©3¡ as a direct sum of simple ideals with identities 1,; then 1 =01¡ is the identity of 31. Proof. Since 31 is central, it is well known that 3ln is also simple for Í2 the algebraic closure of <t. It is clearly enough to prove Sln is of type (a)-(d), so we may as well assume <5 algebraically closed from the start.
By Theorem 2, 31 has an identity 1 ; since <D is algebraically closed, 1 = Ze can be written as a sum of n primitive orthogonal idempotents. If n = 2 we have the case (a) or (b). From now on we suppose n = 3. By Theorem 1 we need only show the e; are connected. relative to 1. Since 9JI is an ideal in S we have 9Jt =9Jt0©9Jt1@9Jl2 for 9JÍ; = P;{9Jl} cz (£,.. Notice that by (6) 31 cz (£2 shows the 9JÎ; are sub-bimodules of 9JÎ. We have La = Ra = 0 on 9Jt0 cz (£0 for a e 31 cz ®2 by (6), so L= R = 0 on 9Jt0; 9Ji0 is a zero bimodule. On 9Ji2 we have R, = L, = I, so 9JÏ2 is a iunital bimodule. W., will be called a special bimodule even though in general little can be said about its structure; we have R, + L, = I on 9Jit.
An 3l-bimodule 9JÎ is irreducible if it is not the zero bimodule and has no proper subbimodules, and is completely reducible if it is a direct sum of irreducible bimodules.
7. Pathologies. Here we will show that for algebras of degree 1 or 2 the usual structure theorems for bimodules fail to hold. Hence we have constructed a unital birepresentation which again need not be completely reducible or have finite-dimensional enveloping algebra. But it is even worse than that. Assuming the dimension of SOI to be greater than 1, let 3E have basis {x"}nez and take T, = S, T2 = Sm, T¡ = 0 (i > 2) where S is the shift operator Sxn = x"+, and where Smxn = 0 (if m does not divide n), Smxkm = x_k. One easily verifies that Sm = SSmSm, and thus the birepresentations for different choices of m are nonisomorphic. It is not hard to check that for m _ 2 the bimodules are irreducible, and hence we have found infinitely many nonisomorphic infinite-dimensional irreducible unital 3l-bimodules.
8. Representation theory. The pathologies of the last section show that we cannot hope to prove complete reducibility of representations involving algebras of degree 1 or 2, so we content ourselves with Theorem 4. If St = ©31; is a finite-dimensional separable noncommutative Jordan algebra whose simple summands 3t; are of degree _ 3 then every 'H-bimodule is completely reducible.
Proof. By separability it suffices to assume <J> is algebraically closed. Suppose 23 is any simple noncommutative Jordan algebra over <P with identity 1 = £e; which is the sum of n _ 3 connected idempotents, and let 91 be a special 23-bimodule. Relative to {e¡} the split null extension g = 23 © 91 has the Peirce decomposition 5 = 0 gy by (8) a«= é aw«,.
Since 31; cz (£" we see by (9) that each 9Jly is a sub-3t-bimodule, so it suffices to prove each 9Jl¡,-is completely reducible.
[January 9Jt00 is a zero bimodule, hence trivially completely reducible (with the irreducible submodules being the one-dimensional subspaces).
9JÎ;o is a special Sl;-bimodule (i.e. the other 31,-act trivially). By (18) Notice that the proof allows us to determine the irreducible bimodules by using the results of [7] and [6] .
